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Abstract
With the widespread use of PET crystals with greatly improved energy resolution (e.g., 11.5%
with LYSO as compared to 20% with BGO) and of list-mode acquisitions, the use of the energy of
individual events in scatter correction schemes becomes feasible. We propose a novel scatter
approach that incorporates the energy of individual photons in the scatter correction and
reconstruction of list-mode PET data in addition to the spatial information presently used in
clinical scanners. First, we rewrite the Poisson likelihood function of list-mode PET data including
the energy distributions of primary and scatter coincidences and show that this expression yields
an MLEM reconstruction algorithm containing both energy and spatial dependent corrections. To
estimate the spatial distribution of scatter coincidences we use the single scatter simulation (SSS).
Next, we derive two new formulae which allow estimation of the 2D (coincidences) energy
probability density functions (E-PDF) of primary and scatter coincidences from the 1D (photons)
E-PDFs associated with each photon. We also describe an accurate and robust object-specific
method for estimating these 1D E-PDFs based on a decomposition of the total energy spectra
detected across the scanner into primary and scattered components. Finally, we show that the
energy information can be used to accurately normalize the scatter sinogram to the data. We
compared the performance of this novel scatter correction incorporating both the position and
energy of detected coincidences to that of the traditional approach modeling only the spatial
distribution of scatter coincidences in 3D Monte Carlo simulations of a medium cylindrical
phantom and a large, non uniform NCAT phantom. Incorporating the energy information in the
scatter correction decreased bias in the activity distribution estimation by ~20% and ~40% in the
cold regions of the large NCAT phantom at energy resolutions 11.5 and 20% at 511 keV,
respectively, compared to when using the spatial information alone.
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I. Introduction
Compton scattering of gamma photons in the patient affects quantification and reduces
contrast, especially in 3D mode and in large patients where the scatter fraction (defined as
the ratio of scatter coincidences divided by primary plus scatter coincidences) is frequently
greater than 50%. Many scatter corrections exist that are based on the estimation of a scatter
sinogram and its incorporation in the projector of an iterative reconstruction algorithm. Two
of these approaches, the Monte Carlo simulation (MC) [1]–[3] and the single scatter
simulation (SSS) [4], incorporate a detailed description of the Compton scattering process
and are robust in the case of complex, non uniform attenuation and activity maps. However,
MC and SSS depend on the unknown activity distribution and yield sinograms that require
scaling to the data. These drawbacks can introduce important biases in the estimation of the
activity distribution. Indeed, presence of scatter in the data affects the accuracy of the initial
estimation of the activity map and therefore that of the scatter sinogram; while normalizing
the scatter sinogram using the traditional “tail fitting” approach (which consists in fitting the
tails of the scatter sinogram to the counts detected outside of the patient) can be very noisy
and inaccurate when few coincidences are detected outside of the patient, e.g. in large
patients and/or dynamic acquisitions [5].

In this work, we propose a new scatter correction that has the potential to mitigate these
problems by modeling the energy distribution of primary and scattered coincidences in
addition to their spatial distribution in the normalization and reconstruction processes. This
strategy is motivated by the fact that the energy carries some probabilistic information about
the status of detected photons, in increasing amount as the energy resolution of PET
scanners improves. Moreover, the energy information is increasingly available in the list-
mode files of modern PET scanners. Our approach is fundamentally different from existing
techniques that use several large energy windows. Indeed, these energy window-based
strategies use the energy indirectly in order to estimate a scatter sinogram [6]–[8], whereas
we propose incorporating the individual energy of detected photons directly into the
correction process, using a probabilistic model.

We describe the theoretical framework of our methodology in section II, which we then
evaluate using realistic Monte Carlo simulations in sections III and IV.

II. Theory
A. Background

Very few authors, to our knowledge, have proposed using the individual energy of detected
photons in the scatter correction of list-mode PET data. Levkovitz et al [9] and Chen et al
[10] proposed similar approaches in which coincidences are weighted in the reconstruction
procedure using an energy-dependent scheme. A major limitation of this approach is that
these weights are not computed specifically for the object imaged but are either fixed to
arbitrary values [9] or precomputed using Monte Carlo simulations of phantoms of different
size and shapes [10]. Moreover, their inclusion in the reconstruction algorithm is not based
on a rigorous statistical model of the data and might therefore yield biased estimates of the
activity distribution. Popescu et al [11] proposed a more theoretically sound approach in
which the energy probability density functions (E-PDFs) of scattered and primary
coincidences are included in an MLEM reconstruction algorithm of list-mode PET data.
They also proposed estimating the scatter sinogram using the energy information. As in the
work of Chen et al and Levkovitz et al however, their energy model is based on energy basis
functions that are pre-computed using Monte Carlo simulations of phantoms of different
sizes and shapes.
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Our approach is based on a reconstruction algorithm similar to that of Popescu et al
incorporating both spatial and energy dependent corrections [11]. An important difference
between our approach and those discussed above however is that it is based on an object-
specific estimation of the primary and scattered coincidences E-PDFs. Another difference
between our work and that of Popescu et al is that we do not attempt to use the energy
information alone to scatter correct the data. Instead, we use it in addition to the scatter
sinogram, computed independently with SSS, to improve the overall accuracy of the scatter
correction.

In the rest of the paper, we note discrete probabilities Pr (.) and continuous densities P(.).

B. MLEM reconstruction algorithm of list-mode PET data with energy and spatial
dependent corrections

1) List-mode log likelihood function with energy and scatter dependences—In

the following we note  and  the vectors of energies and positions of
the photons forming coincidence n, respectively. Using these notations, the Poisson log-
likelihood function of list-mode data containing N coincidences, for which En and Xn are
measured, is:

(1)

where M is the number of image pixels, ρ is the unknown activity distribution, ani is the
probability that a coincidence emitted from pixel i be detected in LOR Xn, s is the sensitivity
image and S contains the average number of scatter coincidences detected in each of the K
LORs of the scanner (i.e., the scatter sinogram). The terms αn and βn in Eq. (1) contain the
dependence of the log-likelihood on the energy and are defined as αn ≜ P (En | Xn, Pri.) and
βn ≜ P (En | Xn, Sca.), where “Pri.” and “Sca.” denote a primary and a scatter coincidence,
respectively. In other words, αn and βn are 2D energy probability density functions (E-
PDFs), depending a priori on the LOR Xn. Like the traditional log-likelihood function of
list-mode PET data without scatter coincidences and energy terms, the log-likelihood of Eq.
(1) is concave and therefore has a unique global maximum [12].

2) MLEM reconstruction of the activity distribution—Using a similar complete data
space than the one used in [12], it is possible to show that an EM algorithm [13] maximizing
the log-likelihood function in Eq. (1) is:

(2)

where a is the iteration number. An outline of the derivation of this algorithm is shown in
the Appendix. Eq. (2) is a reconstruction algorithm of list-mode PET data incorporating both
spatial (via the scatter sinogram S) and energy dependent scatter corrections (via the E-PDFs
αn and βn). It can account for random coincidences as well by adding them in the projector

as follow: . In the absence of randoms we note that Eq. (2) only
depends on β/α, which is the likelihood ratio that one would form to test whether a
coincidence is scattered or not, based on the energy of its photons. In other words, including
the E-PDFs α and β in the reconstruction algorithm yields useful information when these
distributions are the most different. In the extreme case where α = β, Eq. (2) in fact
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simplifies to the conventional MLEM reconstruction of list-mode data with only spatially
dependent scatter corrections [14], [15].

C. Estimation of primary and scatter coincidence energy densities
In this section we present a new, object-specific method for computing the E-PDFs α and β.

1) Calculation of coincidences E-PDFs from photons E-PDFs—By definition, α ≜
P (E | X, Pri.) and β ≜ P(E | X, Sca.) are the 2D densities of primary and scatter
coincidences’ vector of energies (Fig. 1). Estimating directly these 2D densities for every
line of response is difficult in practice because very few coincidences are detected per LOR
in a typical PET acquisition [16]. Instead, we propose decomposing α and β in terms of 1D
photon E-PDFs that can be estimated with less noise.

As shown in Fig. 1(A), α is non negligible only when both photon energies are close to 511
keV as they must both be primary to form a primary coincidence. We have therefore:

(3)

where E = (E1, E2) is the vector of the photons’ energies and X = (X1, X2) is the vector of
the photons’ positions. A close form expression for β is more complex because there are
three types of scattered coincidences: photon 1 is scattered and photon 2 is primary (type a);
1 is primary and 2 is scattered (type b) and both 1 and 2 are scattered (type c). The scattered
coincidences of types a and b yield the edges of β along the axes E1 = 511 keV and E2 =
511 keV that are visible on Fig. 1(B), whereas those of type c account for the small plateau
in the quadrangle of low energies. Applying Bayes rule to the definition of β yields:

(4)

where the first factor in the numerator can be computed as:

(5)

and the second factor as:

(6)

The normalization term P (Sca. | X) in Eq. (4) is simply obtained by summing the product Pr
(Sca.| E, X)P (E | X) over all possible energies. We note that individual photon probabilities
in Eqs. (3)–(6) depend on the line of response X and not only on their crystal of detection
Xi, since the spectra of photons detected in the same crystal but in different LORs are a
priori different.

As shown in Fig. 2, the 1D photon densities in Eqs. (3)–(6) can be directly estimated from
the knowledge of primary and scatter energy spectra in the crystals defining the LOR X.
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2) Estimation of primary and scatter photons’ spectra
a) Binning of local energy spectra: As explained previously, estimating α and β using Eqs.
(3)–(6) requires, in theory, knowing the primary and scattered photons’ spectra in every
LOR of the scanner. This is not feasible in practice because a typical PET acquisition
contains fewer coincidences (~ 100×106) than the number of LORs in modern 3D PET
scanners (~ 300 × 106). Therefore, we propose estimating photon energy spectra in the
crystals of the PET scanner rather than in its LORs. Even with this drastic reduction in the
number of spectra to estimate (from ~ 300×106 LORs to ~ 25,000 crystals), the number of
spectra to be estimated is still considerable and, if needed, adjacent crystals can be grouped
in large “sectors” in order to further reduce noise. Since the surface of the PET scanner
roughly defines a cylinder, we propose decomposing it in polar sectors defined by their
average angular position θ and their axial position z in the direction of the scanner’ axis. The
total number of sectors in the axial (Nz) and angular (Nθ) directions must be chosen in order
to minimize noise in the spectra, and therefore depends on the number of coincidences
detected during the acquisition.

b)Decomposition of total spectra into primary and scatter components: Once the total
energy spectra binned in Nz × Nθ polar sectors, these can be fitted with a model of local
primary and scattered spectra. A simple fit is sufficient to estimate primary and scatter
spectra because these distributions do not overlap at low energies, as shown in Fig. 2, except
for primary photons that deposited a fraction of their energy in the detector that we therefore
chose to treat as scattered photons. Doing so allows us to model primary spectra with
Gaussian functions. For modeling scatter spectra, we propose using an object-specific factor
model depending on a small number of scatter shapes. This model is based on the
observation in Monte Carlo simulations that scatter spectra detected in the same axial sector
z but in different angular sectors θ are, to a good approximation, proportional to the same
shape (one factor can therefore be thought of as the average scatter spectra at a given axial
position z). We propose estimating these scatter factors using a Monte Carlo simulation
(MC), which is fast since estimating a few shapes requires simulating only a few tens of
millions of coincidences. The activity and attenuation maps used as input of the MC
simulation can be the same as those used in the SSS calculation (see section II. D. 1)).
Combining the model of primary and scatter spectra described above yields the following
model of the energy spectrum detected in the polar sector (z, θ):

(7)

where Az,θ and Bz,θ are the amplitude of the primary and scatter components in sector (z, θ),
σz,θ is the standard deviation of the primary spectrum in sector (z, θ) (i.e., the local energy
resolution) and Fz (E) is the scatter factor at axial position z. When fitting Eq. (7) to total
spectra, Az, θ and σz,θ can be initialized to the height of the total spectrum at 511 keV and
the average energy resolution of the scanner at 511 keV, respectively. Bz,θ can be initialized
by imposing that the area under the total spectra at low energy, that we define here as E <
511 − 3σz,θ, is equal to the area under the scatter spectra.

D. Estimation of the scatter sinogram
1) Single scatter simulation—We propose estimating the scatter sinogram S using the
single scatter simulation (SSS) that we implemented for the purpose of this study according
to [4].
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2) Normalization of the scatter sinogram—The scatter sinogram computed with SSS
must be scaled to the data (a variant of SSS exists that is intrinsically normalized to the data
but is systematically biased because of the absence of modeling of multiple scatter
coincidences in SSS, and must therefore also be scaled in practice [15], [17], [18]). Since
SSS only computes the scatter distribution in thick direct planes, the SSS sinogram is
normalized to the data detected in the segment 0 (i.e., the segment containing the direct
planes). The most common approach for normalizing the scatter sinogram to the data
consists in fitting its tails to the coincidences detected outside of the boundaries of the
object, which are usually estimated by thresholding the attenuation correction factors to a
value close to 1 [15], [17], [18]. This method, called “tails fitting”, is not robust when few or
no coincidences are detected outside the object, for example in large patients and in dynamic
acquisitions (short frames). As an alternative to tails fitting, we propose a new normalization
technique that computes scaling factors using both the position and energy information of all
detected coincidences, not only those detected outside of the patient. An important
advantage of this new normalization approach is that it does not depend on the scatter
sinogram. In contrast with tails fitting, it is therefore accurate even in the presence of errors
in the estimation of the shape of the scatter sinogram due, for example, to the absence of
modeling of multiple scatter in SSS and errors in the initial estimation of the activity
distribution (the accuracy of this global scaling step does not guarantee that the overall
scatter correction is exact however. Even correctly scaled, a scatter sinogram with a wrong
shape will eventually introduce a nonuniform bias in the estimation of the activity
distribution).

By interpreting the scatter fraction (SF) as the marginal probability of a coincidence being
scatter, integrated over all energies, we have:

(8)

where SFk is the scatter fraction in the direct plane k (the last term in Eq. (8) is a Monte
Carlo approximation of the marginal integral). Note that this sum is performed only over
coincidences detected in the direct plane k of segment 0). The probability of one coincidence
to be scattered can itself be computed using our previous decomposition of primary and
scatter energy spectra according to:

(9)

Note that Eq. (9) must be evaluated using spectra containing only those photons detected in
the segment 0 since the 2D energy distributions of coincidences detected in different
segments are a priori different (in general, the energy probabilities for a group of
coincidences must be computed using the spectra containing only the coincidences in that
group). For a given acquisition, two series of spectra must therefore be estimated separately:
one series containing all detected photons (series 1) and another containing only the photons
involved in coincidences detected in segment 0 (series 2). Series 1 is used to compute
energy probabilities in the reconstruction step whereas series 2 is used to compute energy
probabilities in the normalization step.

As explained in section II. C. 2) a), Eq. (9) requires, in theory, knowing the primary and
scatter spectra in all the LORs of the scanner, which is not feasible in practice. Using our
decomposition of spectra detected in large polar sectors to compute Pr (Pri. | E, X) in Eq. (9)
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may introduce bias in the estimation of the SF. In particular, this approach never yields Pr
(Sca. | E, k) = 1 even for coincidences detected outside of the object, because the spectra
involved in this calculation are averaged over many LORs, some of them crossing the object
and therefore containing primary photons. To reduce potential bias in the estimation of the
SF due to this effect, we propose estimating Pr (Sca.| E, k) using Eqs. (8) and (9) when a
coincidence is detected inside the object but imposing Pr (Sca. | E, k) = 1 when it is detected
outside of the object (it is necessarily a scatter coincidence in that case).

E. Summary of the proposed approach
Fig. 3 shows the main steps of our energy and spatially dependent scatter correction as well
as those of the conventional spatial scatter correction using SSS and tails fitting.

We summarize here the main assumptions of our proposed approach:

i. Since it is not feasible in practice to compute the densities α and β for every line of
response of the scanner according to Eqs. (3)–(6), we assume that the 1D energy
densities involved in these equations depend only on the crystal of interaction of
individual photons and not on the crystal of interaction of their coincidence partner.

ii. To further reduce the number of spectra to estimate, we propose estimating the
average energy spectra corresponding to groups of crystals rather than individual
crystals. These groups of crystals are large polar sectors spanning the entire surface
of the PET scanner.

iii. To estimate energy spectra in these large polar sectors, we propose fitting them
with a model in which primary spectra are modeled using Gaussian functions with
varying amplitudes and widths.

iv. In this model, scatter spectra in the same axial sector but in different angular
sectors are assumed to be proportional to a small number of axial scatter shapes.
These shapes are computed using a fast Monte Carlo simulation using initial
estimates of the emission and attenuation maps.

v. Since our approach uses the energy information in addition to the scatter sinogram
computed with SSS, it assumes, like SSS, that the spatial distribution of scatter
coincidences in cross planes is the same as in direct planes [4].

III. Evaluation using Monte Carlo Simulations
We evaluated the performance of our scatter correction and compared it to that of the
conventional spatial correction strategy using realistic Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of a
medium and a large phantom.

A. Monte Carlo simulations
We modeled a medium cylindrical phantom (uniform attenuation) and a large
anthropomorphic phantom (non uniform attenuation) using the NCAT phantom [19] shown
in Fig. 4.

We modeled the block-based Philips Gemini TF PET/CT scanner using a realistic Monte
Carlo simulation that we developed and validated previously [3]. This LYSO system is
composed of 28 large detector panels containing 23 (transaxial)×44 (axial) crystals of size 4
× 4 × 22 mm3. The Gemini TF is a time-of-flight (TOF) PET scanner operating only in 3D
mode, with excellent energy resolution (11.5% at 511 keV) and the capability of recording
the energy of every detected photon in the output list file [20]. No variance reduction
techniques were used in these list-mode simulations. Positron range and annihilation
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photons non-colinearity were modeled. Multiple scattering and partial interaction of gamma
photons in the blocks of the Gemini TF were modeled as well as the loss of spatial
resolution due to light sharing between the crystals of the same block. The energy, position,
distance since annihilation and number of Compton scattering of every coincidence photon
were recorded in the output list files.

We simulated 30.109 (100.109) coincidences in 533 (2167) hours distributed on 10
processors, resulting in the detection of 354.106 (908.106) valid coincidences for the
medium (large NCAT) phantom. Ten list files containing each 90.106 (340.106)
coincidences were then obtained by randomly sampling the coincidences of the main file
with replacement, i.e. coincidences from the main list-file were chosen randomly and were
possibly picked several times. This uniform bootstrap technique is widely used to generate
multiple samples (here the small sub-files) from an observed distribution (here the main list
file) and preserved the Poisson distribution of the data [21]–[23]. It allowed us to generate
10 list-mode noise realizations while keeping computation time reasonable (the simulation
of 10 independent noise realizations of the large NCAT phantom would otherwise have
taken a cumulated time of 8814 hours, or 338 days).

The energy resolution of the scanner was not modeled in the Monte Carlo simulation but as
a post-processing step which allowed us to generate several energy resolutions without
having to re-simulate the entire list-mode datasets. Note that this strategy made it impossible
to model different crystal densities (for all energy resolutions the same crystal density was
modeled corresponding to that of LYSO crystals). Random energies were generated
according to the following energy-dependent Gaussian distribution:

(10)

where Etrue is the exact energy deposited by a simulated photon within its crystal of

interaction i and  is the standard deviation of the photoelectric peak at 511 keV in that
crystal. In order to take into account the random and systematic variations of the energy

resolution in different crystals,  was not fixed to the average energy resolution of the
scanner but was allowed to vary from crystal to crystal. To do so, tables of the energy
resolution in the crystals of the PET scanner were generated using a Gaussian distribution
with full width at half maximum (FWHM) equal to 1% (in units of relative FWHM energy
resolution at 511 keV), which reflected typical experimental values reported in the literature
[24]. This distribution was centered on the average energy resolution of the scanner for
crystals located in the middle of a block and on average values 2% and 1% greater for
crystals located in corners and edges of blocks, respectively [24].

B. Single scatter simulation
The attenuation map used in input of SSS was the actual attenuation distribution blurred at
the spatial resolution of a low dose CT acquisition (Gaussian kernel, 4 mm FWHM). As
explained in [4], the SSS was performed in two iterations. In the first iteration, an initial
estimate of the activity distribution was reconstructed without scatter correction on a low
resolution grid (128 × 128 × 22 pixels with 4×4×8 mm3 voxel resolution in the x, y and z
directions) using list-mode OSEM with 2 iterations and 20 time-ordered subsets, which
allowed computing a first SSS sinogram. This first SSS sinogram was then normalized to the
data using tails fitting (spectra were not yet estimated at that stage so our new normalization
approach could not be used) and was used to scatter correct the data in the second iteration,
yielding a more accurate estimate of the activity distribution and the scatter sinogram. SSS
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was performed using scatter centers placed randomly in large voxels (2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm3)
covering the entire attenuation map and associated with a linear attenuation coefficient
greater than 0.005 cm−1 [18] (this value was chosen to effectively remove scatter centers
located outside of the object since the lowest attenuation coefficient in the body is μlung ≈
0.02 cm−1). The SSS sinogram was first computed on a coarse grid (128 × 128 × 15) and
was then interpolated to the full sinogram size (311 × 322 × 87 in the
transaxial×angular×axial directions) while accounting for the arc effect.

C. Estimation of local primary and scatter spectra
For both phantoms, we divided the scanner into 600 large polar sectors (Nz = 20 and Nθ =
30), which yielded energy spectra with a reasonable noise level. Spectra contained 40 bins
spanning the energy range [300 keV; 665 keV]. For each phantom, five scatter factors were
computed using the Monte Carlo code SimSET [25] by propagating 30.106 coincidences in
the attenuation map (the same map used in SSS) using variance reduction techniques (non
absorption and stratification). We used SimSET in this simulation step, rather than the more
realistic simulation software that we used to generate the list-mode data, in order to mimic
mismatches between simulated and measured data that are inevitable in practice. The
emission map was the same as the one used in SSS, but corrected for scatter using the final
SSS sinogram. A cylindrical uniform LYSO detector was modeled in this fast MC step that
roughly approximated the geometry of the Gemini TF. The energy resolution of the scanner
was modeled by blurring the factors using Eq. (10) at the average resolution of the scanner.
Eq. (7) was then least square fitted to local total spectra.

D. Correction/reconstruction of the activity distribution
The activity distribution was corrected for scatter and reconstructed using three strategies
depending on whether or not the energy was included in the normalization and the
reconstruction steps: SN-SC (spatial normalization + spatial correction), ESN-SC (energy
and spatial normalization + spatial correction) and ESN-ESC (energy and spatial
normalization + energy and spatial correction). These three strategies used the same SSS
sinogram and only differed in whether or not the energy was incorporated in the
normalization and reconstruction processes. All reconstructions were performed using the
ordered subsets (OS) version of Eq. (2), with (ESC) or without (SC) incorporating the
densities α and β in the reconstruction (all reconstruction were fully 3D with 20 time-
ordered subsets, 10 iterations and corrected for sensitivity and attenuation in the system
matrix).

IV. Results
A. Medium uniform phantom

1) Single scatter simulation—Fig. 5 shows one slice of the scatter sinogram estimated
in iterations 1 and 2 of SSS for the uniform water-filled phantom at 20% energy resolution
(results were similar at 11.5% at 511 keV). Also shown are the reference SSS sinogram
computed using the true activity map and the actual, noisy sinogram of scatter coincidences
that is known in these Monte Carlo simulations (summed over all slices to reduce noise).

The reference SSS sinogram very closely approximated the mean of the true MC scatter
sinogram, indicating that the absence of modeling of multiple scatter coincidences in SSS
was not a serious limitation for this phantom. Instead, the main source of error in SSS was
inaccuracies in the estimation of the activity map due to the presence of scatter in the data.
Indeed, absence of scatter correction in the iteration 1 of SSS introduced an overestimation
of pixel intensities at the center of the activity map, creating an overestimation of the scatter
sinogram also more pronounced at the center of the FOV. Using this scatter sinogram in the
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iteration 2 of SSS over-corrected the data, which in turn yielded an underestimation of the
activity map and of the final scatter sinogram (see Fig. 5).

Errors in the estimation of the final SSS sinogram (iteration 2), computed with respect to the
reference SSS sinogram and averaged over all bins, were 4.3% and 4.7% at energy
resolutions of 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV, respectively. The error was slightly greater at
energy resolution 20% than 11.5% at 511 keV because the energy window was larger at
20% ([388 keV; 665 keV]) than at 11.5% ([440 keV; 665 keV]) and therefore contained
more scatter coincidences.

2) Estimation of local primary and scatter spectra—Fig. 6 shows our estimation of
primary and scatter spectra for the medium uniform phantom at 20% at 511 keV in two
sectors for the first Poisson realization of the uniform water-filled phantom (results were
similar at 11.5% at 511 keV). Table I shows corresponding estimation errors averaged over
the 10 Poisson realizations, all sectors and within the energy window. Errors on primaries
were smaller than on scatters for both series of spectra because primary energy spectra were
very well modeled by a Gaussian function, whereas our factor model of scatter spectra is
based on approximations that were slightly violated in practice. Errors were also smaller for
series 1 than series 2, because the spectra of series 2 (segment 0 only) contained fewer
photons than those of series 1 (all photons) and were therefore noisier.

We also note that our estimation of spectra was slightly biased at low energy. This is due to
primary photons (511 keV) that deposited only a fraction of their energy in the detector,
which we chose to incorporate in our model of scatter spectra. As explained in section II. C.
2) b), this strategy allowed use of a simple Gaussian model for primary energy spectra,
which considerably simplified the estimation process, while accounting for these events in
order to ensure that the shapes of total spectra were correctly modeled (partially detected
primary photons were modeled in scatter spectra by simply adding these events to the scatter
shapes during the fast Monte Carlo simulation step).

Overall, our modeling of primary and scatter spectra was accurate within 6% for primary
and scatter spectra and energy resolutions of 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV in both series for
this phantom. This low error is due to the fact that total spectra were averaged over a large
number of crystals in order to keep the noise level relatively low. This averaging process
also made our decomposition procedure relatively insensitive to the locally varying energy
resolution in different crystals.

3) Normalization of the scatter sinogram—The scatter normalization factors
computed with both SN and ESN for this phantom were very close to the reference (we do
not show them here for lack of space, see Fig. 10 for an example of normalization factors).
Indeed, SN errors, averaged over all slices and 10 Poisson realizations, were 1.5% and 2.7%
at energy resolutions 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV, respectively. Average errors for ESN were
0.8% and 2.1% for resolutions 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV, respectively. Applying our ESN
strategy using the reference primary and scatter spectra yielded errors of 0.7% and 1.7% at
resolutions 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV, respectively. This shows that most of the error in
ESN was not caused by errors in the estimation of spectra but was a systematic bias due to
the fact that spectra were estimated in large groups of crystals rather than in the LORs of the
scanner as explained in section II. B. 2) a). ESN was slightly more accurate than SN because
it does not depend on the scatter sinogram and was therefore insensitive to errors in its
estimation.

4) Absolute quantification of the activity distribution—Fig. 7 shows images of the
first Poisson realization of the uniform water-filled phantom scatter corrected and
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reconstructed at energy resolutions 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV using SN-SC (spatial
normalization – spatial corrections), ESN-SC (energy and spatial normalization – spatial
correction) and ESN-ESC (energy and spatial normalization – energy and spatial dependent
corrections).

Fig. 8 shows contrast recovery coefficients (CRC), biases and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
different regions of the phantom reconstructed with SN-SC, ESN-SC, ESN-ESC and using
primary coincidences alone. CRCs were defined as:

(11)

for hot regions and:

(12)

for cold regions, where μroi is the mean of pixel values located in the region of interest roi.
Biases with respect to primaries were defined as:

(13)

in hot regions and:

(14)

in cold regions. Finally, SNRs were computed as:

(15)

where σroi is the mean of the standard deviation of pixels located in the region of interest roi,
computed over different noise realizations.

CRC and bias values in Fig. 8 show that the incorporation of the energy information in both
the normalization and reconstruction processes made statistically significant but numerically
modest improvement in the quantification of the cold regions of the uniform water-filled
phantom (CRC values were sometimes slightly greater for SN-SC, ESN-SC and ESN-ESC
than for primaries, indicating a slight overcorrection for scatter). Moreover, incorporating
the energy information in the scatter correction did not significantly improve the
quantification in hot regions since these are less affected than cold regions by scatter
coincidences and, therefore, to errors in the correction of this effect. Finally, we note that
SNR values associated with SN-SC, ESN-SC and ESN-ESC were very close to the
reference, indicating that the scatter correction did not significantly increase noise in
reconstructed images. This is mainly due to the fact that SSS is an analytical calculation and
therefore low noise estimation of the scatter sinogram and that the scaling procedure was
relatively low noise with both SN and ESN for this phantom.

B. Large non-uniform NCAT phantom
1) Single scatter simulation—Fig. 9 shows the estimation of the scatter sinogram with
SSS for the large non-uniform NCAT phantom at 20% at 511 keV (results were similar at
11.5% at 511 keV). As in the uniform water-filled phantom, the reference SSS sinogram
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closely approximated the mean of the actual Monte Carlo scatter sinogram, indicating that
ignoring the effect of multiple scatter coincidences in SSS was not a serious limitation even
in this large phantom.

Final SSS sinogram estimation errors averaged over all bins, were 9.6% and 14.2% at
energy resolutions 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV, respectively. Errors were greater for this
large phantom than the smaller, uniform water-filled phantom because of the greater scatter
fraction and the greater attenuation correction factors that amplified the effect of scatter in
the initial estimate of the activity distribution.

2) Estimation of local primary and scatter spectra—Table II shows errors in the
estimation of energy spectra for this large NCAT phantom, averaged over the 10 Poisson
realizations, all sectors and within the energy window (these spectra were very similar to
those obtained for the uniform water-filled phantom, we do not show them here for lack of
space). As in the uniform water-filled phantom, estimation errors were greater for scatter
than primary spectra and for series 2 than series 1. Our modeling of primary and scatter
spectra was accurate within 5% for this non-uniform large phantom at energy resolutions
11.5% and 20% at 511 keV and for both series of spectra. As for the uniform water-filled
phantom, the relatively good accuracy of our estimation approach is mainly due to the fact
that spectra were averaged over a large number of crystals which reduced noise and made
the estimation procedure relatively insensitive to local variations of the energy resolution
from crystal to crystal.

3) Normalization of the scatter sinogram—Fig. 10 shows the total number of scatter
coincidences in the direct axial planes of the scanner estimated with SN and ESN and
compared to the reference. SN errors, averaged over all planes and 10 Poisson realizations,
were 3.6% and 7.3% for resolutions 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV, respectively. Average
errors for ESN were 1.0% and 1.4% for resolutions 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV,
respectively. Estimation errors with ESN applied using the actual primary and scatter spectra
were 1.1% and 1.0% at 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV, respectively. As for the uniform water-
filled phantom, this shows that most of the error with ESN was due to a systematic bias of
the method because spectra are estimated in large groups of crystals rather than in individual
LORs. Whereas the accuracy of SN was significantly worse for this phantom than for the
uniform water-filled phantom because of greater errors in the estimation of the scatter
sinogram, the accuracy of ESN remained constant. This is because ESN does not depend on
the scatter sinogram and is therefore accurate even in the presence of important errors in its
estimation.

4) Absolute quantification of the activity distribution—Fig. 11 shows images of the
large NCAT phantom reconstructed and corrected for scatter using SN-SC, ESN-SC and
ESN-ESC and compared to the reference. An improvement of image quality associated with
the progressive incorporation of the energy information in the normalization procedure
(ESN-SC compared to SN-SC) and in the reconstruction algorithm (ESN-ESC compared to
ESN-SC) is clearly visible on these.

Fig. 12 shows CRC, bias and SNR values in different hot and cold regions of images of this
large NCAT phantom corrected and reconstructed with SN-SC, ESN-SC and ESN-ESC at
energy resolutions 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV. As reported for the uniform water-filled
phantom, using the energy information in the normalization and the reconstruction
significantly reduced bias and improved contrast in cold areas. However, the impact of the
energy was much greater in this large phantom than in the smaller uniform phantom because
errors in the estimation of the scatter sinogram were more important and SN-SC was heavily
biased. The impact of the energy was also greater at 20% than 11.5% at 511 keV because
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errors in the estimation of the scatter sinogram were greater in that case. We note that the
SNR values associated with SN-SC, ESN-SC and ESN-ESC in both cold and hot regions
were systematically lower than the SNR in the primary image and that this underestimation
was in the same proportion as the underestimation of contrasts. This loss of SNR was
therefore entirely due to a loss of contrast and not to an increase in noise, which shows that
scatter correction using the SSS sinogram with or without using the energy information did
not significantly increase noise in reconstructed images.

5) Utilization of ESN instead of SN in SSS—Despite a clear improvement in the
accuracy of the quantification when incorporating the energy in the scatter correction, a non-
negligible residual bias persisted in cold regions of the large NCAT phantom corrected for
scatter and reconstructed with ESN-ESC. This residual error was due to errors in the
estimation of the scatter sinogram that were not completely compensated by using the
energy information. To further improve the accuracy of the scatter correction, and since we
have shown that ESN-ESC is more accurate than SN-SC, we now propose using ESN-ESC
instead of SN-SC for estimating the activity distribution that is used in SSS. Like the
standard SSS calculation, this variant is in two iterations. First, a scatter sinogram is
computed using SSS and a reconstructed image uncorrected for scatter. Scatter shapes are
also estimated in that step using same activity map and the Monte Carlo/spectra fitting
approach described in section II. C. Next, the activity distribution is re-estimated using
ESN-ESC which allows estimation of a second, more accurate, scatter sinogram with SSS.
Note that in this variant, energy spectra are estimated using an initial estimate of the activity
distribution uncorrected for scatter since the energy spectra fitting is performed before the
two iterations SSS calculation. Table III shows the average errors associated with such an
energy spectra estimation for the large NCAT phantom at both energy resolutions 11.5%
and 20% at 511 keV. These errors are extremely close to those associated with our previous
spectra decomposition (see section IV. B. 2)), showing that the presence of scatter in the
data does not significantly affect the accuracy of our estimation of primary and scatter
energy spectra in the polar sectors of the scanner.

Using ESN-ESC instead of SN-SC in the second iteration of the SSS procedure yielded
scatter sinogram estimation errors of 4.5% and 5.3% at energy resolutions 11.5% and 20% at
511 keV, respectively. These were significantly lower than the errors associated with SSS
using SN-SC (see section IV. B. 1)), which is due to the fact that ESN-ESC improved the
accuracy of the initial estimation of the activity map and therefore also that of the SSS
sinogram. Incorporating these sinograms in the final correction/reconstruction of the activity
distribution with ESN-ESC yielded bias values lower than 13% in all regions of the large
phantom at both energy resolutions, 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV. This is close to the ideal
performance, especially compared to SN-SC that was associated with bias values of ~25%
and ~60% in the cold regions of this large phantom at energy resolutions 11.5% and 20% at
511 keV, respectively.

V. Discussion
We have described a new methodology for incorporating the energy of individual photons in
the scatter correction and reconstruction of list-mode PET data in addition to the scatter
sinogram computed with SSS. Our approach rigorously incorporates primary and scatter
coincidences 2D energy probability density functions (E-PDFs) both in the normalization of
the scatter sinogram and the reconstruction procedure.

We have shown using Monte Carlo simulations that our proposed energy and spatial strategy
(ESN-ESC) is significantly more accurate than the standard spatial correction (SN-SC or
SSS-“tails fitting”), especially in cold regions and large patients. Specifically, we found that
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using the energy in addition to the position information in the normalization and
reconstruction steps reduced reconstruction biases and improved contrasts in cold regions of
the large NCAT phantom by ~20% and ~40% at energy resolutions 11.5% and 20% at 511
keV, respectively. Improvements in SNR in the hot and cold regions of this large phantom
closely followed the improvements in biases and contrasts, indicating that the correction
process did not significantly increase noise in the final corrected image. As explained in
section IV. B. 5), a nonnegligible residual bias was still present even in images reconstructed
with ESN-ESC because of large errors in the estimation of the scatter sinogram that were not
completely compensated by using the energy information. To further improve
quantification, we propose a correction strategy that uses ESN-ESC both for estimating the
initial activity map used by SSS and for reconstructing the final corrected image. Doing so
reduced absolute quantification errors below 13% in all regions of the large NCAT phantom
and at both energy resolution 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV.

Our results indicate that the traditional spatial correction SN-SC is accurate for medium
sized patients at both energy resolution 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV. In large patients
however, the initial estimation of the activity map was significantly biased due to the greater
scatter fraction and the large attenuation correction coefficients (ACF) that considerably
amplified the presence of scatter at the center of the FOV. Since the SSS calculation is linear
in the activity distribution, this error propagated in the estimation of the scatter sinogram and
caused a final underestimation of the scatter sinogram (this error was an overestimation in
the first iteration of SSS and an underestimation in the second and final iteration).
Incorporating the energy information in the normalization and reconstruction procedures
partially compensated for this error.

We also found that neglecting the effect of multiple scattered coincidences in SSS was not a
serious source of error, even in the large NCAT phantom at energy resolution 20% at 511
keV, since using the perfect activity map in SSS yielded an almost ideal estimation of the
scatter sinogram. This result is not in contradiction to a previous study by Adams et al [26]
in which the authors reported very different spatial profiles of single scattered (SS)
coincidences and multiple scattered (MS) coincidences. Indeed, such profiles were obtained
by simulating a point source in water whereas we simulated distributed objects. For a point
source, SS profiles, unlike MS profiles, have sharp edges due to the energy cutoff and the
relation between the Compton scattering angle and the scattered energy. Since distributed
objects can be seen as the superposition of an infinite number of point sources, sharp edges
in the SS profiles of the individual point sources making up the object overlap to yield a
smooth overall SS profile. Once the point source SS and MS distributions are convolved
with the activity distribution imaged, the SS and MS distributions simulated by Adam et al
[26] become in fact very similar.

The approach proposed in this work differs from scatter modeling techniques that simulate
scatter in the system matrix in an attempt to use the fact that low angle scattered
coincidences carry some information on the location of the radiotracer. Instead, our
technique attempts to improve the rejection of scatter coincidences by using not only a
spatial criterion but also an energetic one.

In this study, we evaluated our approach using detailed Monte Carlo simulations of the
propagation of gamma photons in the patient and a realistic model of the PET detector. The
main advantage of such simulations is that they provide perfect knowledge of the ground
truth, i.e. the activity distribution and primary and scatter coincidences. This allowed us to
objectively assess the overall accuracy of ESN-ESC and that of its individual modeling
components (scatter sinogram estimation, normalization and energy spectra estimation). In
an effort to make the simulation as realistic as possible, we modeled multiple interaction of
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gamma photons in the detector and used a Gaussian energy model that took into account the
square root dependence of the energy resolution with the deposited energy as well as the
random and systematic variation of the energy resolution in the crystals of real PET scanners
[24]. Despite these efforts our simulation was necessarily a simplified model of real
scanners, in particular because it did not model random coincidences and the imperfections
of the electronic system. The study of these effects and their impact on the accuracy of ESN-
ESC in practice is beyond the scope of this paper and will be the focus of a separate study;
however a few general comments can be made about them. First, as noted in section II. B.
2), the spatial distribution of random coincidences can be modeled as usual in the projector
of the reconstruction algorithm Eq. (2). Similarly, the contribution of random coincidences
to total spectra can be modeled in our energy spectra estimation procedure by simply adding
it to the primary and scatter components in Eq. (10) (note that the spatial and energetic
distributions of random coincidences can be measured in real systems using a delayed
coincidence window).

The problem of imperfect energy capture by the electronic system is more serious because
this effect is difficult to model in our estimation of local primary and scatter spectra. In
practice however, some degree of immunity of our method is provided by the fact that it
does not attempt estimation of energy spectra in individual crystals but in large polar sectors
containing many crystals (there were ~50 crystals per sectors in this study). This averaging
process is crucial to reduce noise and to make our energy spectra estimation less sensitive to
random fluctuations in the event-by-event performance of the electronic system responsible
of measuring the energy. Note that systematic variations of the performance of the energy
capture electronic system should be accounted for in the energy calibration procedure (in
essence, we have assumed in this study that the energy calibration of the simulated system
was perfect). Since accurate energy calibration is crucial to ensure good performance of the
proposed approach, it might prove necessary in practice to calibrate the PET scanner energy
capture electronics more often that what is done today.

A necessary next step in the evaluation of the approach proposed in this manuscript will
involve its application to physical acquisition of phantom and human data. However, such
an evaluation is beyond the scope of this work because it requires resolving important
experimental difficulties (the practical application of the proposed approach will be the
focus of separate study). Indeed, most PET scanners with the ability of measuring the energy
in list-mode, including the Philips Gemini TF, yield accurate energy estimates only within
the main energy window (e.g., between 440 keV and 665 keV for the Philips Gemini TF).
This is because event triggering in the electronics is generally performed using a constant
fraction discriminator that applies a rough low energy cut before energy estimation in order
to reduce electronics dead-time. Since this trigger is performed in the electronics hardware
before PMT gain calibrations, its lower energy edge is not defined accurately. In a real
system, the value of this rough low energy cut is therefore chosen low enough to ensure that
variations in the resulting effective energy threshold are not greater than the lower level
discriminator of the main energy window, which is applied in software after PMT gain
calibrations. This strategy guarantees that no “acceptable” photons are rejected and allows
accurate estimation of the energy within the main energy window. Outside this main
window however, it yields heavily biased energy estimates. Such difficulty in estimating the
low energy tails of energy spectra makes it difficult at present to use the energy information
in the scatter correction because, as explained in section II. C. 2) b), primary and scatter
spectra are the most easily separable at low energies. To solve this problem, we will explore
hardware solutions allowing better quantification of low energies. We will also explore
methods for decomposing energy spectra into their primary and scatter components using
only those photons detected in the main energy window.
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We have chosen to evaluate the proposed approach and the standard spatial correction by
reporting biases, contrasts and signal-to-noise ratio in reconstructed images. These figures of
merit allowed us to objectively assess the improvement in image quality and quantification
associated with incorporating the energy information in the scatter correction process. It may
also be useful to assess the performance of our approach for specific clinical tasks like the
detection of tumors and the quantification of myocardial perfusion.

VI. Conclusion
We have shown that using the energy information in addition to the scatter sinogram
computed with SSS in the scatter correction procedure significantly improves the
quantitative accuracy of reconstructed PET images, especially in cold regions and large
patients. The most accurate scatter correction evaluated in this study included the energy and
spatial information in the normalization (ESN) and reconstruction procedures (ESC), both in
the SSS calculation and the final estimation of the activity distribution. Doing so yielded
absolute quantification errors lower than 13% in all regions of the largest patient at energy
resolutions 11.5% and 20% at 511 keV. This represented a substantial reduction of bias
(~20% at 11.5% energy resolution and ~50% at 20% energy resolution) compared to the
traditional approach using only the spatial information (SN-SC or SSS–tails fitting).
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Appendix
In this section, we provide the main steps of the derivation of the MLEM algorithm in Eq.
(2). Such a derivation requires writing the complete list-mode log-likelihood function as a
function of the hidden parameters. To do so, we chose to parameterize the complete data-
space in a manner similar to [12] using the vectors zn, defined as zni = 1 if and only if
coincidence n was emitted from voxel i (zni = 0 otherwise); and the scalars γn, defined as γn
= 1 if and only if coincidence n is primary (γn = 0 otherwise). Using this parameterization,
the complete log-likelihood function for N independent coincidences can be written as:
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(16)

which holds because most zni and γn are zeros.

Applying the expectation step of the EM algorithm to Eq. (16) requires computing E [γnzni]
and E [1 − γn]. Using Bayes rule, it is possible to show that:

(17)

where P (En, Xn) is the Bayes’ normalization constant computed by summing the second
ratio of the second line of Eq. (17) over all energies and primary and scattered coincidences.
Similarly:

(18)

Finally, applying the M step of the EM algorithm consists in finding the new pixel
intensities ρ(a+1) maximizing the averaged complete log-likelihood. Differentiating this
function twice shows that its global maximum is reached for:

(19)
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Fig. 1.
A and B: Energy densities α and β obtained by histogramming the primary and scattered
coincidences detected in a Monte Carlo simulation. C and D: Densities α and β estimated
using Eqs. (3)–(6) and the primary and scatter photon spectra that were exactly known in
this simulation. The densities C and D are very close to A and B but are less noisy since
they were estimated from 1D photon’ spectra that contain fewer bins than 2D coincidences
energy histograms.
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Fig. 2.
Computation of the 1D probability Pr (Pri. | E) and the 1D density P (E | Pri.) using the local
energy spectra of primary and scattered photons.
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Fig. 3.
Flow chart summarizing the main steps of the proposed energy and spatially dependent
scatter correction (italic underlined) and those of the conventional spatial correction strategy
using SSS and tails fitting (italic).
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Fig. 4.
A: Medium sized (40 cm × 30 cm cross section and 20 cm axial extent) cylindrical phantom
with hot (H) and cold (C) cylinders and uniform attenuation. Two hot cylinders of 20 cm
diameter, 10 cm axial extent and activity 3/5th of the background were also simulated at
each end of the main phantom to model out-of-field activity. B: NCAT phantom of a large
patient (51 cm × 40 cm cross section and 34 cm axial extent) with tumors and non uniform
attenuation. The background activity is equal to 1 in both phantoms, by convention.
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Fig. 5.
SSS estimation of the scatter sinogram in two iterations for the first Poisson realization of
the medium uniform phantom at energy resolution 20% at 511 keV. The SSS sinograms
obtained at iterations 1 and 2 are compared to the reference SSS sinogram obtained using the
reference activity map in the SSS calculation. Also shown is the Monte Carlo sinogram of
scatter coincidences, which is known exactly in this simulation (we show here the sum of all
slices in order to render the scatter structure more visible). The block sensitivity pattern is
clearly visible on these sinograms.
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Fig. 6.
Estimation of primary and scatter spectra for the first Poisson realization of the uniform
water-filled phantom at 20% at 511 keV, in polar sectors (z =1, θ = 1) and (z =10, θ =1) and
for series 1 and 2.
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Fig. 7.
Images of the medium uniform phantom reconstructed at energy resolutions 11.5% and 20%
at 511 keV with SN-SC, ESN-SC and ESN-ESC. These are compared to the image of
primary coincidences which constitute the reference of scatter correction at the noise level
simulated. Images are identically scaled.
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Fig. 8.
Quantification of images corrected for scatter and reconstructed with SN-SC, ESN-SC,
ESN-ESC and using primary coincidences alone (reference) at energy resolutions 11.5% and
20% at 511 keV for the medium water-filled phantom. A: Average contrast recovery
coefficients (CRC) ± standard deviation computed over 10 Poisson realizations. B: Average
biases ± standard deviation computed over 10 Poisson realizations. C: signal-to-noise ratio
computed over 10 Poisson noise realizations. A star indicates a CRC or bias value
significantly different than that associated with SN-SC (p < 10−3).
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Fig. 9.
Estimation of the scatter sinogram in two iterations with SSS in the first Poisson realization
of the large NCAT phantom at energy resolution 20% at 511 keV.
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Fig. 10.
A: Total number of scatter coincidences detected in the direct planes of the scanner,
estimated using SN and ESN for the first Poisson realization of the NCAT phantom at
11.5% at 511 keV. B: Same at 20% at 511 keV.
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Fig. 11.
Images of the large NCAT phantom reconstructed at energy resolutions 11.5% and 20% at
511 keV with SN-SC, ESN-SC and ESN-ESC. These are compared to the image of primary
coincidences which constitute the reference of scatter correction at the noise level simulated.
Images are identically scaled.
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Fig. 12.
Quantification of images corrected for scatter and reconstructed with SN-SC, ESN-SC,
ESN-ESC and using primary coincidences alone (reference) at energy resolutions of 11.5%
and 20% at 511 keV for the large NCAT phantom. A: Average contrast recovery
coefficients (CRC) ± standard deviation computed over 10 Poisson realizations. B: Average
biases ± standard deviation computed over 10 Poisson realizations. C: signal-to-noise ratio
computed over 10 Poisson noise realizations. A star indicates a CRC or bias value
significantly different than that associated with SN-SC (p < 10−3).
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TABLE I

Average primary and scatter spectra estimation errors for the medium uniform phantom

11.5% at 511 keV Error on primaries Error on scatters

Series 1 1.5% 3.9%

Series 2 2.3% 5.9%

20% at 511 keV

Series 1 1.9% 3.8%

Series 2 3.1% 5.9%
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TABLE II

Average primary and scatter spectra estimation errors for the large NCAT Phantom

11.5% at 511 keV Error on primaries Error on scatters

Series 1 1.2% 3.0%

Series 2 1.7% 4.6%

20% at 511 keV

Series 1 1.6% 3.6%

Series 2 2.4% 4.7%
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TABLE III

Average primary and scatter spectra estimation errors for the large NCAT phantom

11.5% at 511 keV Error on primaries Error on scatters

Series 1 1.2% 2.9%

Series 2 1.6% 4.2%

20% at 511 keV

Series 1 1.6% 3.5%

Series 2 2.4% 4.5%
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